
A Word from Heather

Sunday May 24, 2020

REJOICE IN THE LORD!

We have just begun the slow return to some semblance of normality and I trust that you have

the sense that God is with us on the journey.

Tune into our May 24 service as we continue our Lament Sermon Series.

Michael Henderson will be bringing the message entitled “A Lament for the City”.

Talk to you on Zoom Mingle from 9.45am.

Blessings!

Heather Galloway

HBC Secretary

Download the Connecter basic PDF for May 24 >>>

Read the Connecter Online >>>

GIVE TO HBC ONLINE >>>



Sunday Church Online

Sunday May 24, 2020

Welcome to Church!

9:45AM “DOORS OPEN” ON ZOOM

Join the Zoom meeting to mingle before, and after, service.

Mingle here to say “Hi!”

Mingle on Zoom

10:15am Service Begins on YouTube

Today’s Bible Readings: Psalm 85 and Lamentations 3: 14-33

Message: “A Lament for the City” by Michael Henderson.

Click button to watch live on YouTube:

Watch service, starting at 10:15am

10:45am Morning Tea

Hang around on Zoom after the service for a virtual cuppa.

BYO tea and coffee! It’s good to connect and encourage one another.



Anytime from 10.15 am Sunday

Watch service later:

Go To HBC YouTube Channel



Church Family News

Sunday May 24, 2020

Keeping you up to date…

FIRST STAGES OF RETURNING TO NORMAL

What were your thoughts this week, as you were able to do something that you haven’t

been able to do for a while? I trust that the excitement you may have experienced at some

little thing also came with a sense of gratitude.

Let us give thanks to God and count our blessings at the fortunate position we are in. We

have cared for each other well and we will continue to do so as we plan the way forward in

terms of ministries and services resuming.

The leadership team is working through what is important to the church family, and what

needs to be done to achieve the best outcome. It is not a simple matter of returning to

normal, so it is important that we do our best to discern God’s will for us and the City.

We will keep you updated.



Heather Galloway, HBC Secretary

CREATIVE WAYS TO BLESS PEOPLE

Picture this: Sunny day, going for a walk in some quite area and randomly you come

across beautiful piano music floating on the breeze – best guess it will be Kelvin Smith!

Kelvin and his piano on Conningham beach

Kelvin and his 250kg piano have ‘popped up’ in Newdegate St, North Hobart, at

Coningham Beach, on the Huon River aboard the Yukon, on Hadley’s Balcony and

recently at Cornelian Bay.

Kelvin Smith, whose alias A Piano of Tasmania, said his main purpose is simply to “help

people smile”.

Thanks Kelvin!

GIVING PRAISE TO GOD

Rebecca Joy gave birth to baby Aaron on Saturday 9 May. Praise God!

Pictured here in big sister Fiona’s arms, Joel is pronouncing a blessing on Aaron and the

family.

Babies bring such joy to everyone, and I know this little fellow will be no exception. We

can rejoice with the family for God’s goodness to them.

Prayer Point: Please pray for this lovely family, good health for mother and son and lots

of sleep at the right time of day/night.

PRAISE POINTS AND PRAYER POINTS …



Joel Blessing Aaron

The commencement of post COVID-19 Stage One and

what that means to many. Pray too that people will

remember that it will be a gradual process and the

progression is contingent on everyone continuing to do the

right thing.

Please continue to pray for those who are unwell and

those are struggling in the present situation. Pray for

students and teachers returning to school, help them with

changed arrangements.

Pray for the Leadership team. They are working hard on

your behalf and would value your encouragement and

support.

MAY MISSION MONTH

Australian Baptists are committed to global

mission through Global Interaction. May Missions

month is a time of focus on this work and an

opportunity to support those who have been called

to serve our brothers and sisters in far off corners

of the world.

Tasmanian Connections:

We are familiar with Jan and Jit‘s work with the disabled in Thailand.

You can access a video about their Lanternlight Ministries

by clicking here >>>

You may not know Craig and Kim Barnes who, two years ago, moved to Cambodia

with their four children to work with the Khmer people. Due to COVID-19 they are on

home assignment in Tassie, waiting for the borders to open so they can return.

Watch the Barnes’ video – click below



➁➂➃
May update 2020

https://youtube.com/watch?v=HbPbwgmTCwQ

At HBC we donate to Global Interaction in two ways:

1. An amount allocated in the budget

2. Cash donations – either by EFT, or collection of coins in a money box throughout

the year.

Please deposit through the HBC bank account with the reference “May Mission

Month” >>>

Our contribution supports Jan and Jit with their work in Thailand. Have you read their

latest newsletters? 

Jit and Jan’s APRIL news >>>

Jit and Jan’s MAY news >>>

GIVING – YOUR TITHES AND OFFERINGS

At this time more than ever it is important to

continue your ongoing commitment to God’s

work, in Hobart, Tasmania and beyond.

GIVE ONLINE HERE >>>

Perhaps you are not tech savvy? Are your

cash filled offering envelopes accumulating at

home? Two members of the Finance

Committee have been authorised to collect

and deposit funds in the church bank account. Please email Heather:



secretary@hobartbaptist.org.au to make arrangements.



Latest Building Development News

21 May 2020

Light Shaft between Units

Site meetings have again started to be held in person. This is much better than

a phone hook-up because we are able to see first-hand the progress being

made. There has not been any extension of time submissions as yet but they

are expected due to the COVID-19 situation and social distancing rules being

observed on site.

Level 1 units are 95% complete in all respects and Level 2 units are about 80%

complete.

Carpet is almost complete in all units on Levels 1 and 2, and very close to

commencement on Level 3.

Plaster is complete on Level 3 and continuing on Level 4 with completion now



scheduled by the end of the third week in May. The Surveyor is set to

commence his role in getting Strata Titling underway next week.

Joinery fitout is almost complete on Level 3 and will commence on Level 4

within the next fortnight.

Electrical wiring, plumbing and air-conditioning pipework is advancing well,

with lighting connected on Levels 1 and 2.

The Lift is operational and has been handed over to the builder. The Builder

has been instructed that it is not to be used during construction under any

circumstances.

Water supply, drainage and carpark works are continuing externally.

The current scheduled completion date of Stage 2 (units) remains the third

week of June and it will continue to remain so until a formal extension of time

claim is submitted by the builder.

The builder has commenced work on parts of Stage 3 but understands he

cannot claim for any of this work until Stage 2 has been finished and the Unit

Sales Contracts have been finalised. These works were not scheduled to

commence until finalisation of sales contracts.

The builder requested he be able to ramp up Stage 3 works in addition to

previous approvals. The SPOT Team canvassed the stakeholders affected

and gained approval to proceed. To facilitate this, a team cleared parts of the

Soundy building adjacent the laneway next to the Church so protective

hoardings could be erected to enable the continued offices at the front.

The Builder then requested authority to undertake certain works in the Upper

Hall. This was also granted. The works allowed to proceed have been

previously approved for construction, but there still remains other works that

are yet to be approved, but hopefully this will happen in the next few weeks

after final documentation and submission (a process needed after design

changes were made from the initial approved documentation).

All furniture, photos, plaques, honour boards and other items have been

moved into the Soundy Lounge area that will be hoarded off and inaccessible

for a couple of months. The items currently stored in the Upper Hall will be

relocated by the builders out of the way of construction and adequately

protected while work proceeds. The course of action in expediting Stage 3

works is beneficial in many ways to both the builder and the church.

Discussions are continuing with BFS regarding the possibility of finance to

purchase a second unit. One unit which was resold after the initial pull-outs



went back on the market again about 10 days ago. Two parties are

currently showing interest and a resale is hoped by Monday, 25 May 2020.

Antal Hanke – Project Manager

Outdoor Deck

A fitted out Ensuite

Earlier updates available here >>>



Lament Sermon Series | May 3 to June 7

A TIME TO WEEP – God’s gift of
Lament.

“The Bible actually responds to real life. We jump so quickly to

everything’s going to be fine and awesome. We forget that the

Bible actually allows us, and in fact encourages and maybe

even commands us, to stay in those places of suffering, to

speak the honest truth.”

Soong-Chan Rah

Most of us wrestle at some point with the reality of evil and suffering.

Whether we are Christian or not, suffering and evil impact significantly

our belief in God and our attitude toward God. For some it is the cause of

their rejection of the existence of God. The world today seems to be at a

crisis point, it is a profound cultural moment. How does the church serve

the community in its response? And how can we be ‘prophetic’ at the

same time?

Whether we are Christian or not, whenever there is suffering there is a

response. It doesn’t matter whether it personal or someone close to us,

or the community/world in general, suffering and evil elicits a reaction.

What is our strategy?

Do we ignore it endeavouring to minimize the pain and stay positive? Do

we drown it in a fever of activity ¾ bingeing on Netflix, using mind-altering

substances or numbing it with alcohol?

Perhaps our tactic is to face it, get angry, frustrated and ‘let it all out’.

Alternatively, we can fixate on the suffering, succumb to it and wallow in

despair. On the other hand we could become consumed by fear and



trapped inside emotions unable to think, convinced things could only

get worse.

Perhaps our response is a combination of responses ¾ all messy and

confused.

Not surprisingly, each response reveals something about our belief in

God?” Ignoring suffering suggests God is irrelevant, drowning suffering

implies God is insufficient. Despair says God is uninvolved, rage says

God is unjust, and fear suggests God is not in control.

But there is another way.

It is called Lament. It is the gift of God for difficult, sad and painful

moments. The bible is full of them. In lament, we encounter life and

theology in their most raw forms. It is about expressing our hurts, griefs

sorrows and complaints to God. it is truth-telling allowing the voice of

the suffering to be brought front and centre.

Lament wrestles with the tension that God is good, but bad things still

happen.  Lament struggles with the promise one day there will be no

more pain, tears, and death (Rev. 21:4), but that day has not yet come.

In Lament we open ourselves up to God’s healing and renewal. But not

on our terms. Lament acknowledges God’s long-term view and accepts

it. Lament is often a cry amid the unresolved that enables us to move

from hurt to hope, even when our painful circumstances do not change.

To lament is to pray

It is the cry of a heart, or hearts, that are hurting, confused and pain-

filled yet still believing.  It is an act of faith where, though we are

tempted to turn our back on God because of anger and

disenchantment, we address our complaint to him.

To lament is a prayer for the world in all its brokenness, sinfulness,

suffering and pain. It is a cry that amid that brokenness, cries with a

faith anchored on the bedrock of God’s grace, truth and love. It is a cry

of hope and trust that one day God will set all things aright. 

The tone of our 10am service

In this series we will explore Lament as God’s gift to us and actively

engage in lament for our world, our community, our families and

ourselves.

Our aim is to learn together how to lament well. Each Sunday we will



enter into grief of a particular issue at both a corporate and individual

level. This will bring a strong ‘contemplative’ feel to our services. We

will sing songs that talk about human suffering, rather than songs

that say move too quickly to announce that everything is going to be

okay. Each week we will endeavour to use poetry and/or responsive

readings as well as testimony of lament.

Jesus will be our focus as we grapple with the deep truth that Jesus

is named “a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief” (Isaiah 53:3).

He, more than anyone who walked on earth, understood the depth of

the tragedy and paradox embedded into the heart of humanity. Yet, it

is through Jesus, and his obedience through death to resurrection,

that we have hope. Each week we will end on a note of hope and

praise.

Sermons completed:

May 10 A Lament for the Planet, Stephen Baxter

May 3 What is Lament? Stephen Baxter

Sermons yet to come:

May 17 Lament for the New Earth, Joanna Sinclair

May 24 Lament for our city

May 31 Lament for loss

June 7 Lament, “Jesus don’t you care?”



Tasmanian Baptists News & Prayer

SUNDAY MAY 24, 2020

During May Mission Month, you can support specific families.

Pictured above are Kim and Craig Barnes with their family.

Support the Barnes Family >>>

PRAY FOR MAY MISSIONS MONTH

Australian Baptists are committed to global mission through Global

Interaction. During May Missions Month, some of our churches

have a focus on the work in Cambodia.

Read about about the work Cambodia >>>

Another wonderful Aussie Baptist agency, Baptist World Aid

Australia, has been hard at work coming up with resources for

Christ followers in the COVID-19 pandemic:

1. LEARN AND PRAY

You can receive regular news snapshots of the ways in which

COVID-19 is impacting on people in extreme global poverty.

Subscribe to snapshots >>>

2. ADVOCATE TO FASHION COMPANIES:

The COVID Fashion Commitments

Vulnerable garment workers are amongst the groups deeply



affected by the spread of COVID-19 and the economic

shutdowns it has triggered. Australian Baptists have decided to

take a different approach to the usual Ethical Fashion Report

this year and to work hard to call fashion companies to commit

to doing everything they can to stand with workers in their

supply chain.

Read more on COVID fashion >>>

3. ADVOCATE TO GOVERNMENT

Coming soon… a new campaign with Micah Australia

COVID-19 impacts everyone, but not everyone has the same

resources and support to withstand it. Launching in late May will

be a new public advocacy campaign led by Micah Australia,

calling on our Government to play a leadership role in the global

humanitarian response. We will keep you informed.

4. STAND TOGETHER APPEAL

Baptist World Aid is also working directly with our local Christian

partners across the world to stand with local communities to

protect themselves against the virus and its impacts. We will

promote this more in June.

Stand Together info and resources >>>

For now, you can watch this inspiring video:



Reflect: .. grow up in your salvation, now that you have tasted

that the Lord is good.

1 Peter 2:2-3
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